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"It is true rape is a most detestable crime, and therefore ought severely and impartially to be punished with death; but it must be remembered, that it is an accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by the party accused, tho never so innocent."1

Sir Matthew Hale, 1676

"Our society has the feminist movement to thank for all of these structural reforms. But the most important change brought about by the women's movement is abandonment of the antediluvian notion that rape is 'a fate worse than death.' Nothing is worse than death . . . ."2

Susan Jacoby, 2002

INTRODUCTION

Hale's oft-cited words are more famous for their bearing on the procedural aspects of rape law,3 but it is the first part of the quote that relates to this article. While little has changed since Hale's time in how a rape trial proceeds,4 the application of the death penalty to rapists that he

---

† Clerk, Hon. Michael J. Melloy, United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. J.D., 2002, University of Virginia School of Law; B.A., Political Science, 1999, University of Iowa. I would like to thank Professors Anne Coughlin and Rosa Brooks for the ideas that inspired this work, Andrew Peterson, Carolyn Bannon, and Ojen Sirin for helping me along the way, Professor David Hingstman for teaching me so much, and Betty Yung for supporting me throughout the writing process.

2 Susan Jacoby, Thank Feminists for Rape Reforms, BALTIMORE SUN, Aug. 13, 2002, at 11A.
4 See Anne M. Coughlin, Sex and Guilt, 84 VA. L. REV. 1, 12-13 (1998) (explaining that during Hale's time only serious forms of physical violence were regarded as rape). This is not to say that rape trials have not been significantly reformed in the last four hundred years, but that the actual proceedings still involve the same notions of consent and womyn still must prove much more than victims of other crimes. Id. For an account of the reforms implemented by states.
so vehemently supported fell into disfavor during the 1970's in America and abroad. The last time a person in the United States was executed for rape was forty years ago in Mississippi. The movement in the United States against the death penalty for rape culminated in 1978 with the Supreme Court's decision in *Coker v. Georgia*. After the Court held that executions for rape were cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution, there was little left to be debated about the issue.

Or so we thought. Efforts to revive the death penalty for the crime of rape in the United States gained a foothold in Louisiana in 1995. On June 17 of that year, Governor Edwin Edwards signed into law provisions that allowed capital punishment for those convicted of raping a child. The passage of a child rape death penalty statute in Louisiana set off a series of debates in state legislatures throughout America. Those deliberations coincided with similar reviews of criminal penalties for rape around the world. The fervor that has erupted regarding child molestation is not new, but the desire to apply the death penalty to these crimes has gained momentum in recent years. Calls for law and order and the salient belief that child molesters cannot be rehabilitated have made the death penalty an attractive solution to a "tough on crime" public in the United States. That these laws may conflict with the Court's holding in *Coker* is not generally a consideration for those seeking swift "justice." Then again, that is not the concern of this article either.

While it is certainly important to speculate on what the Supreme Court would decide in a hypothetical case concerning the death penalty as applied to child rape, it is also critical to examine the legal effects these

---

over the last thirty years, see David P. Bryden & Sonja Lengnick, *Rape in the Criminal Justice System*, 87 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1194, 1198–1200 (1997).


7 Id. at 592.

8 LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 14.42(c) (1997); State v. Wilson, 685 So. 2d 1063, 1067 n.5 (La. 1996).

9 See infra notes 162–88 and accompanying text.

10 See infra notes 194–216 and accompanying text.

11 See infra notes 162–88 and accompanying text.

12 A notable exception to the absence of any mention of *Coker* in legislative debates in various states regarding the application of the death penalty for child rape took place in Virginia. By all accounts, the failure to pass a child rape capital punishment statute was due in large part to the belief that such a law would be unconstitutional. See Michael Hardy, *Committee Kills Death Penalty Bill*, RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH, Jan. 29, 1998, at A-8.

13 Evaluating the constitutionality of the Louisiana statute has been the primary focus of legal scholarship on the death penalty for child rape. A series of notes and articles has been

I choose to adopt the gender-neutral term “womyn” to refer to the people more commonly called “women.” The etymology of “woman” was from the Old English term “wifman” whereas “man” was “wer-man.” Over time, the “wer” was dropped as “man” was recognized as the significant and “normal” sex. Removing “women” and instead using “womyn” is not just a way to break from patriarchal linguistic patterns. It also problematizes social constructions of womyn because language is an important vehicle for deconstructing cultural norms and exposing gender hierarchies. See Onilley McNoan, We like Women, what about Womyn?, IMPRINT ONLINE, Mar. 26, 1999, at http://imprint.uwaterloo.ca/issues/032699/4 Human/features01.shtml; see also ROSALIE MAGGIO, THE DICTIONARY OF BIAS-FREE USAGE: A GUIDE TO NONDISCRIMINATORY LANGUAGE 285 (1991); Corey Rayburn, Why are YOU taking Gender and the Law?: Deconstructing the Norms that Keep Men out of the Law School's “Pink Ghetto,” 14 HASTINGS WOMEN'S L.J. 71, 84, 88 (2003). Some French feminists have similarly rejected the derivation of “women” because “attempts to define a feminine subjectivity as a contrast to the phallocentric view of women will founder on masculine/feminine oppositions and cannot move beyond them.” See MAGGIE HUMM, THE DICTIONARY OF FEMINIST THEORY 238 (1989). While the issue of womyn/women may seem trivial to some, it is an integral part of reshaping English away from its patriarchal roots. See MARY DALY, WEBSTER'S FIRST INTERGALACTIC WICKEDARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 200 (1987). The issue of male domination of language is a matter for a larger work, but Dale Spender’s analysis of the basic issue is notable:

He/man makes males linguistically visible and females linguistically invisible. It promotes male imagery in everyday life at the expense of female imagery so that it seems reasonable to assume the world is male until proven otherwise. It reinforces the belief of the dominant group, that they, males, are the universal, the central, important
scrutiny must be applied to the proposition offered by some observers that “death sentences under the new statutes would not be vulnerable to arguments... that they are vestiges of viewing rape victims as male property.”

Many believe that because the new laws target child molesters, the issue of gender is irrelevant to the discussion. Despite the abundance of material connecting feminist criticism to rape, some commentators act as though the Louisiana statute—and others like it—can escape these critiques by merely changing the “protected” group targeted by the law from womyn to children.

category so that even those who are not members of the dominant group learn to accept this reality.

DALE SPENDER, MAN MADE LANGUAGE 157 (1980). “Womyn” has also been accepted by at least two major “mainstream” dictionaries as a gender-neutral replacement for “women.” See THE NEW OXFORD AMERICAN DICTIONARY 1940 (2001); RANDOM HOUSE WEBSTER’S COLLEGE DICTIONARY 1478 (2d ed. 1997). However, I do not change exact quotes within the article out of respect for those who may intentionally use the term “women.”

This article focuses on male to female rape and adult male to child male or female rape. This is not meant to imply that these categories define the extent of rape in America. Male-to-male rape is a well-documented and prevalent problem in the United States. See Rape Crisis Center of Catawba County, Male Rape Information Sheet, at http://www.rapecrisiscenter.com/Male%20Rape%20Info%20Sheet.html (last visited Aug. 9, 2004). A less documented and overall less significant issue is female-to-male rape. See id. Another underreported phenomenon, female-to-female rape, has received recent attention. See generally LORI B. GIRSHICK, WOMAN-TO-WOMAN SEXUAL VIOLENCE (2002). Nonetheless, the statistical reality of rape in America is such that 99% of rapists are men and 91% of those raped are womyn. See LAWRENCE A. GREENFELD, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS 2 (1997).


17 As this article is significantly focused on the rhetoric surrounding rape, it is important to consider the “labels” used to identify those who have been raped. The central axis of conflict on the naming issue surrounds the transition from calling someone a “rape victim” to using “rape survivor.” See David Mills, Semantics of Rape: Language vs. What’s ‘Politically Correct,’ THE WASHINGTON POST, Nov. 22, 1991, at B5. This linguistic transition has largely been driven by academics who believe that “victim” rhetoric is disempowering for womyn. See EDWARD GONDOLF & ELLEN FISHER, BATTERED WOMEN AS SURVIVORS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO TREATING LEARNED HELPLESSNESS 17–18 (1988); Evelyn Mary Aswad, Torture by Means of Rape, 84 GEO. L.J. 1913, 1916 n.11 (1996); Metin Basoglu, Prevention of Torture and Care of Survivors: An Integrated Approach, 270 JAMA 606, 606 (1993); International Human Rights Law Group, No Justice, No Peace: Accountability for Rape and Gender-Based Violence in the Former Yugoslavia, 5 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 89, 110 (1994); Martha R. Mahoney, EXIT: Power and the Idea of Leaving in Love, Work, and the Confirmation Hearings, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 1283, 1310–11 & n.115 (1992); Toni M. Massaro, Empathy, Legal Storytelling, and the Rule of Law: New Words, Old Wounds?, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2099, 2112 (1989); Aviva Orenstein, “MY GOD!”: A Feminist Critique of the Excited Utterance Exception to the Hearsay Rule, 85 CAL. L. REV. 159, 164 n.5 (1997). Some writers have gone as far as saying the “victim” label is abusive to womyn who have been raped. See Julie Hosking, When It Comes to Rape Victim is a Dirty Word, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH MAGAZINE (Sydney), Mar. 24, 2002, at 20. “Survivor” became a preferred term because it was used by womyn to move past their trauma. See Rhona Dowdeswell, Why I Must Forgive to Get Over My Rape, WESTERN DAILY PRESS (Bristol), Jan.
While there has been significant scholarship examining the constitutional implications of these new penalties, there has been nothing in the way of critical analysis of these laws. Also missing has been a scholarly investigation of the systemic effects of permitting the death penalty for rape—of an adult or a child. Unfortunately, this gap coincides with a dearth of feminist scholarship on the substantive aspects of punishment and sentencing in rape cases. This omission by feminist legal scholars should not be terribly surprising given that Coker seemingly eliminated the need for discussion about the death penalty for rape and arguments over the length of sentences are not the usual function of academic work. Nonetheless, this absence of academic debate and attention has allowed a variety of forces to push a series of laws premised on a bankrupt belief system that is almost as old as the crime of rape.

Andrea Dworkin presented powerful arguments for using “victim” when she wrote:

It’s a true word. If you were raped, you were victimized. You damned well were. You were a victim. It doesn’t mean that you are a victim in the metaphysical sense, in your state of being, as an intrinsic part of your essence and existence. It means somebody hurt you. They injured you.

And if it happens to you systematically because you are born a woman, it means that you live in a political system that uses pain and humiliation to control and to hurt you. Andrea Dworkin, Woman-Hating Right and Left, in THE SEXUAL LIBERALS AND THE ATTACK ON FEMINISM 38 (Dorchen Leidholdt & Janice G. Raymond eds., 1990). There have also been numerous persons who have been raped that prefer to be called “victims.” See, e.g., Kate E. Bloch, A Rape Law Pedagogy, 7 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 307, 308 n.6 (1995). There is no easy answer to the dilemma of rape identity rhetoric as such language is caught in an array of definitional and interpretive axes that both obfuscate and over-determine meaning. See SABINE SIELKE, READING RAPE: THE RHETORIC OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN AMERICAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE 1790-1990, at 12-14 (2002). Further, there is an oversimplified belief among some who believe that a positive sounding word like “survivor” creates a positive effect. See id. at 13. I do not pretend to have any solution to the rhetorical impacts of “victim” and “survivor” and if I did, it would be the subject of a separate paper unto itself. Instead, out of respect for those who would like to be called “victims,” but not “survivors,” and those who would prefer “survivors” to “victims,” I use neither term. Rather, this article uses phrases like “womyn who have been raped” in recognition of the diversity of opinions on this sensitive issue.

Stacy Futter & Walter R. Mebane, Jr., The Effects of Rape Law Reform on Rape Case Processing, 16 BERKELEY WOMEN’S L.J. 72, 75 n.27 (2001) (quoting SUSAN BROWNMILLER, AGAINST OUR WILL: MEN, WOMEN AND RAPE, 380 (1975)) (alterations in original).
A survey of the rhetoric used in judicial opinions, legislative debates, mass media accounts, and well-meaning—but misguided—scholarly opinions shows a common element driving these new death penalty statutes in the United States and elsewhere: the growing belief that rape is indeed a fate worse than death. Susan Jacoby’s quotation at the beginning of this article optimistically believed that America had abandoned the Victorian notion that an adult or child is better dead than suffering the indignities of rape.\(^2\) However, recent evidence shows a significant public revival of the belief\(^2\) and this antediluvian perspective is fueling policy shifts in America toward the death penalty for child rape. Other countries have mirrored the growing trend in the United States by implementing capital punishment for rape and, for countries with preexisting capital statutes, by continuing to execute rapists.\(^2\)

In the names of justice, deterrence, and retribution, governments are seeking to kill rapists through state-sponsored means. That these policies could actually increase murder rates, reduce rape reporting, and decrease convictions has barely been mentioned in legislatures, courthouses, and media debates. The policy and legal consequences of these statutes have barely been examined and, even in rape-conscious corners, the appeal of a quick-fix death penalty solution has taken hold.

Worse still, policies premised on the notion that death is a lesser concern than rape send a series of pernicious signals that degrade womyn and children. The very heart of feminist critiques of rape law are denigrated by the disempowering rhetorical moves made to garner support for this new wave of legislation. When womyn’s lives are leveraged into a utilitarian calculus that values chastity over survival, the Victorian shackles that feminism has sought to break reassert themselves in insidious fashion. Womyn’s choices to live or die are then judged by cultural norms derived from patriarchy.

Section I of this article will examine the history of the death penalty’s application in rape cases with emphasis on Western legal systems. Section II will speak to the rhetoric underlying the legislative and judicial moves toward reviving the death penalty for rape. Section III will analyze the policy and legal effects caused by the new statutes and the language supporting them. Section IV will offer some conclusions and a few observations about the direction rape law is taking under these new statutory regimes.

\(^2\) See Jacoby, supra note 2.

\(^2\) Glazer, supra note 13, at 80, 84.

\(^2\) See infra notes 198–203 and accompanying text.
I. THE HISTORY OF APPLYING THE DEATH PENALTY TO RAPE

It is estimated that one out of every six womyn in the United States will be raped during her lifetime.\textsuperscript{23} In any given year in America, it is estimated that 250,000\textsuperscript{24} to nearly 900,000\textsuperscript{25} attempted or completed rapes occur. Adult womyn who have been raped often suffer extreme emotional and physical trauma.\textsuperscript{26} Children, male and female, often have their development stunted by rape trauma and the scars of abuse can carry into future generations.\textsuperscript{27} The National Center on Child Abuse estimates that there are 100,000 cases of sexual abuse against children in a given year.\textsuperscript{28} Almost two-thirds of all rapes are against persons in childhood or adolescence.\textsuperscript{29}

These overwhelming numbers only begin to describe the harm and nature of rape. Personal accounts and stories of those who have lived through the experience paint an even more disturbing picture.\textsuperscript{30} Power also figures prominently in understanding rape in a legal setting because the traditional pattern of a rape trial is that a member of the dominant group is the accused and a member of a subordinate group is the accuser.\textsuperscript{31} Ultimately, though, for those who have never experienced the act of being raped, understanding the impact of rape is an epistemological impossibility. Attempts to generalize one’s own experience to that of being raped is a hopeless exercise as demonstrated by the endless frustration of those who have given accounts of being raped.\textsuperscript{32} Despite this

\textsuperscript{23} Gerard Mantese et al., \textit{Medical and Legal Aspects of Rape and Resistance}, 12 J. LEGAL MED. 59, 60 (1991).
\textsuperscript{24} See \textit{GREENFELD}, \textit{supra} note 15, at v (noting that “[i]n 1995 persons age 12 or older reported experiencing an estimated 260,300 attempted or completed rapes and nearly 95,000 threatened or completed sexual assaults other than rape”).
\textsuperscript{27} \text{CHRISTOPHER BAGLEY & KATHLEEN KING}, \textit{CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE: THE SEARCH FOR HEALING} 2 (1990).
\textsuperscript{28} \text{HANDBOOK ON SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN} 4 (Lenore E. Auerbach Walker ed., 1988).
\textsuperscript{29} Deborah W. Denno, \textit{Why Rape is Different}, 63 FORDHAM L. REV. 125, 136 (1994).
\textsuperscript{30} While no single account of rape is the same, womyn often have found commonality in their experiences. A story from “Rebecca” is not unusual. She said, “I didn’t realize it was going to be so terrifying. You cannot explain the smell of terror unless it’s happened to you. It was the worst thing that’s ever happened in my life.” See Cheryl Laird, \textit{Raped; A Woman Can Survive Attack, Though Life Won’t be the Same}, \textit{HOUSTON CHRONICLE}, Oct. 27, 1991, at Lifestyle 1.
\textsuperscript{31} Ross, \textit{supra} note 3, at 802–03.
\textsuperscript{32} Laird, \textit{supra} note 30. Often the frustration of womyn extends into the courtroom. The traditional definitions of rape have not changed much since the decision in \textit{Mills v. United States}:

\textit{[Y]et in the ordinary case where the woman is awake, of mature years, of sound mind and not in fear, a failure to oppose the carnal act is consent; and though she object
inherent gap in understanding by most of the men in power throughout history, they have implemented laws as though they understood rape. Not surprisingly, vestiges of patriarchy and misogyny have shaped these statutory regimes from early times to the present. The imposition of masculine norms and a complete inability to comprehend the nature of rape have led men to apply the death penalty to the crime of rape for quite a long time.

A. Early Death Penalty Rules in the West

The earliest accounts of death penalties for the crime of rape can be traced to ancient Babylonia. When a married female was raped by someone other than her husband, she and her attacker were bound and thrown into a river. This system gave no allowance for a womyn’s lack of consent and treated the rapist and person raped in the same manner. Early Jewish and Saxon law treated rape as an offense punishable by death, but did not punish womyn who were raped. The rationale behind these early laws was that rape was a property crime against a man’s interest in preserving his wife’s chastity. Death was an appropriate punishment because a husband’s exclusive sexual access to his wife was threatened by rapists. Thus, the only way to guarantee exclusive control of womyn by husbands was to threaten the ultimate punishment: death.

This attitude of misogyny in early rape statutes “carried over into Western law.” Early common law treated rape as a crime “against nature” and allowed for capital punishment in such cases. The “against

verbally, if she make no outcry and no resistance, she by her conduct consents, and the act is not rape . . . .

164 U.S. 644, 648 (1897); see also Coughlin, supra note 4, at 16. The result of the burden being placed on womyn to resist makes the process of retelling that much harder and the experience of womyn who have been raped that much more difficult. See Futter & Mebane, supra note 19, at 75–76.

34 Mello, supra note 13, at 166.
36 Id.
37 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *210–11.
38 BROWNMILLER, supra note 33, at 18.
39 Mello, supra note 13, at 167.
40 BROWNMILLER, supra note 33, 18.
41 Mello, supra note 13, at 166.
42 Id.
nature” belief was again premised on the “natural” order of having a husband own his wife. Blackstone noted that the overriding historical trend in Saxon, old Gothic, and Scandinavian law was toward executing rapists. When criminal statutes were implemented in the Americas, the common law conception of rape was imported into the legal codes.

B. Early American History

The first documented use of the death penalty for any crime in the American colonies was in 1622 when the Virginia colony executed a man for stealing a calf and other chattels. The first written code of death penalty offenses in the Americas was in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. The list of death penalty punishable offenses derived from the Old Testament and included the crimes of idolatry, adultery, blasphemy, and witchcraft. Under this system, rape was punished as a crime of adultery and notions of consent were notably absent from the legal structure. Other American colonies were not so indirect in punishing rape. The list of crimes allowing for the death penalty included murder, arson, rape, robbery, and counterfeiting. The original “Capitall Lawes of New-England” listed rape and statutory rape as capital offenses. Rape and other non-homicide crimes were included in many early colonial death penalty laws. Nonetheless, not all of the legal regimes in early America considered rape a capital crime.

Just as the colonies had different death penalty laws, they varied in their willingness to apply the death penalty. Pennsylvania had a reputation for being less likely to execute criminals, whereas North Carolina put most of the convicted to death because it did not have a prison until 1837. There was also a North/South split regarding the application of the death penalty for rape.

---

4 Id. at 177.
45 Id. at 177.
46 LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN AMERICAN HISTORY 42 (1993) (arguing that while the death penalty was not used frequently in the early colonies, rape was an offense for which it was invoked).
49 THE DEATH PENALTY IN AMERICA 7 (Hugo Adam Bedau ed., 1997).
50 Id.
51 Id. at 28–29.
52 Id. at 28–29.
53 Id.
54 Id. at 29.
55 Id. at 29–31.
States which had authorized the death penalty for rape, justified the sanction by claiming it was for the protection of women. A review of the impact of the death penalty for rape reveals that instead, capital punishment served as a symbol of white man’s outrage over the defilement of their property. This property tradition was especially evident in Southern death penalty states. The difference between Northern and Southern states also reflected differences in race relations. The fear of black men raping white womyn was a common justification for rape executions in early America. As a result, early capital rape statutes became vehicles to further subjugate free and enslaved black Americans.

In the early nineteenth century, a prominent counter-movement slowed the momentum toward executing people for non-homicide crimes. Between 1810 and 1850, a coalition of groups formed to abolish the death penalty and had remarkable success. As a result, a few states limited the death penalty to the crimes of treason and murder, while others, including Maine and Iowa, adopted total bans on capital punishment. Some states maintained their preexisting statutes, while a few states continued to expand the list of death penalty crimes. By 1897, there were only three federal capital offenses: treason, murder, and rape.

Interestingly, President Abraham Lincoln pushed military capital punishment in contrast to the overall trend against the death penalty. He commissioned Francis Lieber to create a set of wartime rules for armies during the Civil War. The Lieber Code became the first legal provision to acknowledge gender crimes as illegal under the laws of war. Lieber’s

56 Mello, supra note 13, at 166.
57 Id. at 166–67.
58 It is virtually impossible to discuss capital rape statutes without addressing the issue of race in sentencing. There is substantial evidence that the driving force behind the statutes was to prevent black men from raping white womyn. Further, there is evidence to suggest the use of the death penalty for rape was derived from lynch mobs in the South. The application of capital punishment for rape has also fallen disproportionately on blacks. See Gray, supra note 13, at 1448–51; see also Mello, supra note 13, at 166–67; see generally Stephen B. Bright, Challenging Racial Discrimination in Capital Cases, 21 CHAMPION 19 (1997); Carol S. Steiker, Remembering Race, Rape, and Capital Punishment, 83 VA. L. REV. 693 (1997). While this article does not tackle the sticky issue of race in the context of capital rape statutes, it is an omnipresent backdrop to some of the issues discussed herein.
59 Mello, supra note 13, at 166–67.
60 See Krivosha et al., supra note 47, at 26–27.
61 See id. at 27.
63 See id. at 338.
64 See id. at 339.
65 Peter Landesman, A Woman’s Work, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 15, 2002, 6 (Magazine), at 82.
66 See id.
The early twentieth century saw the overall trend toward abolition reversed as state legislatures began adopting new death penalty statutes that expanded the list of capital offenses. In 1925, capital punishment was authorized for rapists in much of the United States. In addition, Alabama allowed for capital punishment for statutory rape and South Carolina and Virginia permitted executions for attempted rape. In all, between the years of 1800 and 1964, a total of 1,004 men were executed in twenty-five states for the crimes of rape and attempted rape. Ultimately, the movement to abolish the death penalty did almost nothing to slow the number of executions for rape during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

C. Proportionality and the Road to Coker

In 1910, the Supreme Court held, in *Weems v. United States*, that the Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause of the Eighth Amendment required that a punishment be proportionate to the crime charged. The Court wrote, "[I]t is a precept of justice that punishment for crime should be graduated and proportioned to offense." In 1958, the Court, in *Trop v. Dulles*, expanded upon the finding in *Weems* and held that even though jurisdictions had the authority to apply the death penalty, they were not free "to devise any punishment short of death within the limit of [that]..."
imagination.” The Court then added the phrase that would shape death penalty jurisprudence for some time when it concluded that the Eighth Amendment must be defined “from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.”

To this end, in Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court reversed several death penalty convictions in a decision prohibiting arbitrary and capricious applications of the death penalty. This rule in Furman was in contrast to the method of allowing an undirected juror to reach a decision as to whether death was a proper punishment. Because the statutes at issue in Furman were similar to almost every other state law, the decision effectively invalidated every death penalty provision in existence. Further, the sentences of all 629 persons on death row at the time were vacated. The Furman decision was composed of five separate concurring opinions, but each one established the “arbitrary and capricious” rule for death penalty sentences.

In response to Furman, a number of state legislatures quickly passed new capital punishment statutes in an attempt to comply with the decision. The Supreme Court reviewed these hastily drafted new laws in Gregg v. Georgia and four companion decisions. In three of the five cases, the Court upheld the new death penalty statutes because they met the Furman test by providing for a narrowing of the class of defendants subject to capital punishment that required consideration of each individual defendant in sentencing. In general, this meant that a death penalty

---

78 Id. at 99.
80 Trout, 356 U.S. at 101 (plurality opinion).
81 408 U.S. 238 (1972).
82 See Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420, 427 (1980) (plurality opinion) (construing the multiple opinions in Furman as together establishing this rule).
83 See Furman, 408 U.S. at 295 (Brennan, J., concurring).
84 Diamond, supra note 13, at 1164–65.
85 Mello, supra note 13, at 141.
86 See Furman, 408 U.S. at 248 n.11, 249 (Douglas, J., concurring) (quoting Arthur J. Goldberg & Alan M. Dershowitz, Declaring the Death Penalty Unconstitutional, 83 HARV. L. REV. 1773, 1790 (1970)); id. at 274, 291, 294–95 (Brennan, J., concurring); id. at 309–10 (Stewart, J., concurring); id. at 313 (White, J., concurring); id. at 364–65 (Marshall, J., concurring).
90 Gregg, 428 U.S. at 162–64 (plurality opinion), 207 (White, J., concurring); Proffitt, 428 U.S. at 248, 253 (plurality opinion); Jurek, 428 U.S. at 267, 276 (plurality opinion).
statute that provided for bifurcated proceedings, where the sentencing authority received all relevant information and standards to review that information, would meet the Furman "arbitrary and capricious" rule.\textsuperscript{91} The Court also established a proportionality test that required courts to "look to objective indicia that reflect the public attitude toward a given sanction," to determine if it was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{92} To determine the "public attitude," the Court looked at many factors in Gregg, including history and precedent, legislative judgments, jury decisions, basic human dignity, and whether the statute was consistent with the goals of deterrence or retribution.\textsuperscript{93}

When the Court reached its decision in Furman, sixteen states and the federal government allowed the death penalty for the rape of an adult female.\textsuperscript{94} After Furman, three states—North Carolina, Louisiana, and Georgia—reenacted the death penalty for the rape of an adult female.\textsuperscript{95} Of those three states, both North Carolina and Louisiana had their statutes invalidated because the Supreme Court found that the laws were mandatory in application in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.\textsuperscript{96} At the time the Court heard Coker, Georgia’s capital rape statute was the only law in effect that applied when the victim was an adult female.\textsuperscript{97} In the post-Furman era, three other states—Tennessee, Mississippi, and Florida—allowed the death penalty for the rape of a child.\textsuperscript{98} Tennessee’s law was later invalidated because of its mandatory application provisions.\textsuperscript{99} Thus, a total of three states had statutes that authorized capital punishment for rape of a child or an adult at the time of Coker.

\textsuperscript{91} Gregg, 428 U.S. at 195 (plurality opinion).
\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 173 (plurality opinion).
\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 173–86 (plurality opinion); see also Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584, 592 (1977) (plurality opinion).
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D. Coker v. Georgia

In December of 1971, Ehrlich Anthony Coker raped a female and then stabbed her to death. Several months later, he kidnapped a sixteen-year-old female, raped her twice, beat her, and abandoned her. Coker was arrested for his crimes and pled guilty to all charges against him. He was sentenced to three life terms, two twenty-year terms, and an eight-year term, to run consecutively, for the crimes of murder, rape, kidnapping, and aggravated assault. Eighteen months after being incarcerated, on September 2, 1974, Coker escaped from the Ware Correctional Institution in Georgia. During his escape, Coker broke into the Carver household and committed acts similar to those for which he had been incarcerated. He tied up Mr. Carver and raped Mrs. Carver, threatening them both with a knife he found in the kitchen. Coker took Mrs. Carver as a hostage and told police he would kill her if they tried to stop him. When Coker was eventually apprehended, the state decided to seek the death penalty against him. In compliance with the Gregg and Furman decisions, Coker’s trial was bifurcated into separate guilt and punishment phases. The jury found Coker guilty of armed robbery, escape, motor vehicle theft, kidnapping, and rape. He was then sentenced to death by electrocution. Subsequently, the Supreme Court of Georgia affirmed Coker’s conviction and sentence. He appealed the Georgia Court’s decision to the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court heard Coker’s appeal of his sentence and, in a plurality opinion, decided that the death penalty for the rape of an adult female was “grossly disproportionate and excessive punishment” in violation of the Eighth Amendment. Although the Court’s reasoning in Coker was premised on the analysis developed in Gregg, the opinion
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differed significantly from other *Gregg* cases because the Court was not concerned with the sentencing procedures used in applying the death penalty. Rather, the Court found the death penalty excessive for the crime of rape regardless of the procedures used to reach that determination.

In applying the objective test, the plurality decision evaluated five factors that they felt indicated a social trend against capital punishment for rape. First, that only three of the sixty major nations applied the death penalty for rape was indicative of a global stand against capital punishment for rape. Second, that only sixteen states provided for the death penalty for rape in the pre-*Furman* era was viewed as a trend in America against allowing executions in such cases. Third, the Court considered the fact that, post-*Furman*, only three of those sixteen states revised their statutes to include rape as a capital offense as evidence of changing social standards. Fourth, the Court noted that because only three other states post-*Furman* passed laws making rape of a child a capital offense, those statutes were not indicative of a larger trend. Fifth, the fact that nine of the ten Georgia juries that had considered whether to apply the death penalty under the rape statute did not do so was further evidence of limited societal support for the death penalty in these cases.

The plurality considered the above factors as indicative of a legislative and public intolerance of the death penalty for rape cases. One of the oddities exhibited in *Coker* is that the Court had engaged in a form of legislative "bean counting" as a proxy for determining social consensus regarding cruelty in punishment. It is unclear whether such a method truly reflects consensus or instead is actually related to the Court’s vacillation on the issue of the death penalty prior to *Coker*. Given the narrow time frame in which the post-*Furman* statutes were written, the legislatures were probably more concerned with making sure their new laws were not struck down rather than with which crimes to include.
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Without a more sophisticated understanding of the reason for the omissions of rape from state statutes, the indicators used by the Court in *Coker* were hardly clear signals of a burgeoning trend against applying the death penalty to rape.\textsuperscript{126}

Until *Coker*, the Court had never heard a case concerning the constitutionality of applying the death penalty to the crime of rape. In 1953, in *Rudolph v. Alabama*,\textsuperscript{127} the Supreme Court denied a writ of certiorari to a man sentenced to death for raping a female.\textsuperscript{128} Three Justices dissented from the decision to deny certiorari because they felt there was a substantial constitutional question as to whether it was cruel and unusual to execute a person convicted solely of rape.\textsuperscript{129} In 1970, the Fourth Circuit, in *Ralph v. Warden*,\textsuperscript{130} applied the *Weems* proportionality test and found that the death penalty for rape was cruel and unusual in violation of the Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{131} Still, the *Ralph* holding was limited to rape where no life was endangered and did not set a national precedent regarding the use of capital punishment in rape cases.\textsuperscript{132} Thus, *Coker* was a case of first impression for the Supreme Court.

In an amicus brief for *Coker*, on behalf of the National Organization for Women, the American Civil Liberties Union, and other womyn's groups, Ruth Bader Ginsburg argued that applying the death penalty for rape was premised on an ancient, patriarchal view that treated womyn as property who needed chivalric protection.\textsuperscript{133} Although the Court reached the outcome advocated by the brief, it effectively ignored the arguments
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about the nature of rape and the role of patriarchy. While the Court seemed willing to listen to the feminist arguments against the death penalty for rape, they were not willing to put such reasoning into law. The Court thus treated the case as a "normal" death penalty decision and in doing so, "exposed its own sexism."

E. The Aftermath of Coker

After Coker, Tennessee, Florida, and Mississippi maintained laws that allowed for the death penalty for the crime of raping a child. It remained unclear whether these statutes were at odds with the decision in Coker because the holding did not clearly extend beyond the rape of an adult to the rape of a child. Of those three states, only Florida's statute was invalidated because of an Eighth Amendment challenge before its supreme court. Tennessee's statute was found unconstitutional because the application of the death penalty was mandatory, in violation of the Furman test. The Mississippi law was struck down because the state's sentencing guidelines for death penalty crimes required an attempt to kill, an intention to kill, that someone be killed, or that lethal force be contemplated—none of which were elements for the conviction of rape.

During the same time period, extending the reasoning in Coker to other crimes, the Supreme Court applied the proportionality test and found the death penalty to be unconstitutional for the crimes of aggravated robbery and kidnapping. The Court has also continued to use the methods of Coker in evaluating other cruel and unusual punishment cases. Chiefly, the Court has evaluated "the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society" by looking to historical developments, international opinion, legislative changes,
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sentencing jury decisions, and legislative history. As of this writing, the holding in Coker still describes the method the Supreme Court would use to evaluate whether a particular crime may be punished by death without violating the Eighth Amendment. This would include a potential future challenge to a capital child rape statute.

F. Revival of the Death Penalty for Rape in Louisiana

From 1989 to 1995, no jurisdiction in the United States allowed for the death penalty for the crime of rape. In 1995, Louisiana ended this short historical break from applying the death penalty in cases of rape when it passed legislation that allowed capital punishment for aggravated rape when the victim was under the age of twelve. The relevant part of the statute passed was:

(1) Whoever commits the crime of aggravated rape shall be punished by life imprisonment at hard labor without benefit of parole, probation, or suspension of sentence.

(2) However, if the victim was under the age of twelve years . . . the offender shall be punished by death or life imprisonment at hard labor without benefit of parole, probation, or suspension of sentence, in accordance with the determination of the jury.

The statute passed the Louisiana House of Representatives seventy-nine to twenty-two. The Senate did not debate the bill and approved it by a thirty-four to one margin. Governor Edwards signed the bill into law on June 17, 1995, and it went into effect in August of 1995. Prosecutors did not immediately seek the death penalty in child rape cases, but it was not long before they found candidates for execution. Before the trials had even begun, the capital child rape statute was tested before the Louisiana Supreme Court in State v. Wilson. The test case was the result of a consolidation of two separate cases before the court. One defendant, Patrick Dewayne Bethley, was charged with the
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aggravated rape of three girls ages five, seven, and nine. The other defendant, Anthony Wilson, was charged with aggravated rape of a five year-old girl. It was also alleged that Bethley was HIV-positive at the time of the rapes and that he was aware of his HIV status. Both defendants moved to quash their indictments and their motions were granted. Upon appeal, the Louisiana Supreme Court consolidated the two cases and reversed the lower court decision, holding the death penalty was constitutional for those convicted of raping a child under the age of twelve. Bethley petitioned the United States Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari, but was denied on jurisdictional grounds because he had not yet been convicted or sentenced. At the time of this writing, no one has been executed under Louisiana’s capital rape statute, but it is probably just a matter of time.

G. Other States Following Louisiana’s Lead

Since Louisiana adopted its child rape statute in 1995, many states have debated similar bills making the rape of a minor a capital crime. In 1997 and 1999, the Georgia legislature considered bills that would have applied capital punishment to crimes of rape where the victim was under age twelve. California lawmakers debated providing for the death penalty when a second time offender committed a “lewd and lascivious act on a child under the age of [fourteen] years” in 1999, but the effort ultimately failed. Pennsylvania legislators proposed a statute that would “impose the death penalty for repeated sexual assaults on children.” Massachusetts also recently considered a bill to make child rape a capital crime. Alabama’s legislators have repeatedly pushed a bill that would allow executions of child molesters, but have yet to pass it into law. Virginia also debated a bill to apply the death penalty to repeat sexual
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violence offenders. Additionally, Mississippi lawmakers recently considered a bill to impose the death penalty upon conviction for rape of a child under the age of fourteen years.

These legislative actions have been strongly supported by a public that seems to overwhelmingly favor the use of the death penalty for sex crimes against children. According to one poll, sixty-five percent of those surveyed supported the death penalty for child molesters. Americans have come to believe that rape is the most heinous crime "worthy of the most serious punishment." Politicians have sensed the growing public fervor and placed the death penalty for the rape of a child at the center of their law and order platforms. "The death penalty [has been] vigorously touted as the best way to deal with child molesters." Society and many of its leaders have made clear that they favor applying the death penalty for aggravated sex crimes against children. The Wilson court argued that although Louisiana was the first to revive the death penalty for child rape, the law in the state would be the beginning of a trend. The realization of the Wilson court's forecast has been observed by several commentators watching legislative debates across the country. Although most of the legislative efforts meant to follow Louisiana's lead have failed, that has been due, in large part, to "strong doubts" that such measures would survive appellate review. This fear has led many state legislatures debating the issue to conclude that they will simply "wait[ ] to see how the Supreme Court rules on the issue." The continued legal
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authority of Louisiana's statute remains a "harbinger" of new efforts that appeal to a public caught up in a frenzy regarding the dangers of child molesters.178

While the trend toward capital punishment for child molestation is in its relative infancy, efforts to apply the death penalty for other non-homicide crimes have been very successful. In 1993, thirty-six states authorized the death penalty.179 Of those thirty-six, only six allowed for capital punishment for non-homicide crimes.180 By 1997, fourteen states and the federal government allowed the death penalty for crimes that did not result in death.181 Currently, nine states—Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and Washington—and the federal government provide the death penalty for treason.182 Five states—Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Missouri, and Montana—consider aggravated kidnapping a capital crime.183 Two states, Florida and Missouri, and the federal government permit the death penalty for drug trafficking.184 Two states, Georgia and Mississippi, allow executions for aircraft hijacking.185 Missouri considers placing a bomb near a bus terminal to be a capital crime.186 New Mexico permits a death sentence for espionage.187 Montana provides the death penalty for aggravated assault by incarcerated, persistent felons or murderers.188 Even beyond the case of child rape, the trend in America is to expand the use of the death penalty to an array of crimes other than murder.189 That such expansions of capital punishment have been so successful even when the crimes lack the same political salience as child molestation virtually
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ensures that child rape will eventually be punished by death in an increasing number of states.

Outside of state efforts, there are also relics of the older system that treat the rape of adult womyn as a capital crime. Article 120 of the United Code of Military Justice holds that:

Any person subject to [the code] who commits an act of sexual intercourse, by force or without consent, is guilty of rape and shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct.\(^{190}\)

The military has maintained this provision despite \textit{Coker} because of its unique status under American law.\(^{191}\) Further, in Georgia, the Senate never actually removed the death penalty language applied to the rape of an adult female from the statute at issue in \textit{Coker}, and it remains “on the books” over twenty years later.\(^{192}\) At least one scholar has noted that Georgia’s intransigence on this issue reflects the legislature’s belief that, for the crime of rape, the death penalty is still the appropriate punishment.\(^{193}\) With the American public so firmly committed to executing child molesters, it is reasonable to assume politicians will follow the trend, and a new wave of capital rape statutes is all but inevitable.

\textbf{H. The Death Penalty Outside of the United States}

Internationally, there is a trend toward the abolition of the death penalty.\(^{194}\) Over 100 countries have outlawed the death penalty in all cases.\(^{195}\) Nonetheless, the United States has not been alone in its public debate regarding capital rape laws. Around the globe, many countries have had public outcries demanding the death penalty for rapists, while others have continued to execute rapists, and a few have decided to forgo
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the use of the death penalty in cases of rape.\textsuperscript{196} A year’s sampling, from July 2002 to June 2003, of death penalty actions around the world shows an increasing global debate regarding its application to the crime of rape.\textsuperscript{197}

During that time, several countries have maintained capital punishment for rapists and executed people based on those laws. Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{198} and Iran\textsuperscript{199} continue to use capital punishment for rape under a strict form of Islamic law. Pakistan applies similar codes, and prosecutors have sought the death penalty in rape cases.\textsuperscript{200} Similarly, the Philippines has sought to execute rapists as allowed under its restored death penalty law.\textsuperscript{201} Nonetheless, as the number of executions for rapists has continued to rise in the Philippines, a decrease in the number of reported rapes has not occurred.\textsuperscript{202} In Armenia, the parliament, in an odd form of government doublespeak, “abolished” the death penalty while allowing it to continue for the rape of a child, among other crimes.\textsuperscript{203}

Other nations have had heated political and public debates driven by public desire to execute rapists. In Zimbabwe, the public has continued to show support for state-sanctioned executions and there has been a growing desire among the people to apply the death penalty to the rape and sexual abuse of children.\textsuperscript{204} In Mexico, the central state recently held a mock referendum to reinstate the death penalty in response to increasing levels of rape, kidnapping, murder, and other violent crimes.\textsuperscript{205} The results of the
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non-binding vote were overwhelmingly in favor of capital punishment.\textsuperscript{206} Malaysia also responded to growing reports of child rape by considering legislation to apply the death penalty in such cases.\textsuperscript{207} While Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad and his ministers supported the effort, nothing has been codified as of yet.\textsuperscript{208} Interestingly, a very powerful political push to execute rapists in India was ultimately defeated because people believed the incentives for murdering womyn would be increased under such a scheme.\textsuperscript{209} Unfortunately, a similarly reasoned discussion in the public sphere has been notably absent from the various legislative discussions in the United States.

The experience in South Africa has been more extreme, but there are parallels to what has happened in the United States. South Africa abolished its death penalty in 1995 when its Supreme Court held it to be a human rights abuse.\textsuperscript{210} Due to a variety of factors, levels of violent crime have since risen in the country.\textsuperscript{211} As part of this growing trend, the incidence of rape has grown to the highest in the world.\textsuperscript{212} The reaction to the frequent incidence of rape and other crimes has been violent and severe. In June of 2003, in the settlement of Braamfischerville, west of
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Johannesburg, a crowd of fifty people watched as men suspected of a series of crimes were stripped naked, flogged, and then had gasoline-soaked tires placed around their necks and set on fire. These so-called "necklace" killings were common under apartheid for suspected government informers, but have reemerged as a means of vigilante justice in parts of South Africa. These violent attacks have received praise in the local newspapers and have become part of a larger effort to reinstitute the death penalty. One writer went on to say, "Either we should bring back the death penalty for police killing, rape (of minors), premeditated murder and treason, or adopt the Braamfischerville system." While the reaction in South Africa is of a much more violent nature, the hysteria surrounding the death penalty and child molesters is not substantially different than in the United States.

II. THE RHETORIC BEHIND THE REALITY

The language we use to describe rape and its consequences in a large way dictates our understanding of the experience. In America, "rape" is a word with incredible rhetorical force and is legally and linguistically differentiated from, among other terms, "sexual assault," "lewd conduct," and "inappropriate behavior." The United States is not unusual in this regard since calling a crime "rape" has a powerful and unique force in cultures throughout the world. It should not be surprising, then, that the rhetoric in America surrounding rape is often turbocharged with emotion and over-determined in meaning. Further, language is what mediates our understanding of rape and sexual assault in a courtroom setting. Because oral testimony is the only means for a jury to understand the crime of rape during a trial, language plays a pivotal role. A jury's impression of the case is often shaped and normalized by cultural understandings of the
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language surrounding rape. As a result, in order to shape the underlying linguistic structure of rape, politically interested parties have used an array of terms and phrases to quantify the harm done by rape and to label those who have endured the experience.

When legislatures debate rape policy in the United States, a variety of linguistic choices are made by policymakers and, subsequently, by the courts when interpreting the resultant laws. Media accounts report these government happenings with linguistic moves of their own. Academic and scholarly opinion often reflects on the statutory outcomes of these hearings and accounts and add another layer to the rape rhetoric. Public reaction to the words of the media and congresspersons form another level of discourse. Behind all these rhetorical twists and turns stands a patriarchal American culture that informs language and shapes attitudes regarding rape.

In the context of all of the different child rape death penalty debates, a phrase that has been repeatedly bantered about is that "rape is 'a fate worse than death.'" Such rhetoric has become an essential linchpin in supporting capital punishment for rape. When the crime is worse than murder and murder justifies the death penalty, then, of course, rape should be punishable by death. If rape is not at least equivalent to murder, then the argument for capital punishment becomes more attenuated. What has been surprising in the discussions surrounding the child rape statutes is that it has been virtually uncontroverted among the various parties on all sides of the debate that rape is a heinous crime that is indeed worse than death.

---
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A. From Government Officials

While debates on the capital child rape statutes have often been brief and without significant record, the accounts that do exist show a strong belief in the notion that rape is worse than death. In support of Georgia’s attempt to apply the death penalty for child rape, State Representative Warren Massey said, “When a child is raped or sodomized, then their life is basically destroyed. . . . The punishment fits the crime.” Massey’s quote is typical and shows how neatly the invocation of rape-death equivalency fits within an overall argument in favor of the death penalty. Virginia State Senator Russell Potts similarly argued that violent sexual offenses like rape are “every bit as bad and violent as murder itself.”

Government officials have also used a variety of techniques to obfuscate their rhetoric. When Don Sundquist was governor of Tennessee, he delivered his speech in favor of applying the death penalty for child rape from the site where eight-year-old Cary Ann Medlin was killed. Invoking a symbol of such local salience allowed him to direct the crowd away from the tenuous and strained argument he was making.

In upholding its state’s death penalty statute in Wilson, the Louisiana Supreme Court premised their finding on the notion that rape is sometimes worse than death.

The contention that the harm caused by a rapist is less serious than that caused by a murderer is apparently not subscribed to by all rape victims.

In some cases women have preferred death to being raped or have preferred not to continue living after being raped.

It should not be terribly surprising that the Wilson court held such opinions when the state prosecutors have repeatedly pushed the view that it is worse for a child to be brutalized by rape than to die. Jerry Jones, who prosecuted the Bethley case in Louisiana, dismissed the decision in Coker “because appellate judges—like academics—don’t see the crushed lives left behind after rape and sexual abuse. . . . ‘Who’s to say that it’s more traumatic to die than it is to live with being brutalized?’” Another Louisiana prosecutor, Vince Paciera, similarly argued:

---
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"You might say the rape of a child is a more heinous crime than the murder of a junkie . . . . A murder victim suffers for a moment, but that little girl will probably suffer the indignities caused by [a rapist] for the rest of her life."233

American officials are not alone in using "death" rhetoric to inform criminal justice policy in recent years. Rwandan war tribunal prosecutor Silvana Arbia argued that rape represented an attempt to "kill without killing."234 As a result, Rwanda's Legislature ordered "that rapes committed during the genocide were the highest category of crime; those convicted are sentenced to death."235 An Australian judge, Michael Finnane, defended a long sentence for a rapist by writing that "[m]ultiple rape can be and in this case in my judgment is worse than murder."236 In India, the Deputy Prime Minister premised his public arguments supporting hanging for rape on the notion that "rape [is] worse than murder."

Governments have parroted the rhetoric comparing rape to death for centuries, but the recent trend has served to supercharge the movement for a new death penalty applied to rape. When judges, legislators, members of the executive branches, and prosecutors invoke the buried Victorian conception of rape, they do so with the weight of patriarchal history on their side. That they do so for political gain should only be a surprise to the least cynical among us. That the media and academics effectively repeat the government arguments and rhetoric without criticism is certainly more astonishing.

B. The Media, Academia, and Activists Have Echoed Governments

Famed U.K. child doctor Miriam Stoppard boldly asserted that "[t]he vast majority of women regard rape as a fate worse than death . . . ."238 How she reached this conclusion and what empirical data supported it remain only known to Dr. Stoppard. Stoppard's claim was bold in its universality, but it has been echoed by a variety of other prominent international writers and scholars.239 It is also interesting to note that the
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accounts of those in the media spotlight who seem least inclined to argue that rape is worse than death are those who have actually experienced it.  

Some members of the popular press have sought to raise awareness about rape by using catchphrases equating rape with death. Joan Burnie, a noted columnist for the Daily Record has repeatedly used “worse than death” rhetoric to raise consciousness about Scotland’s failure to take rape seriously. Her July 2002 column was typical of a well-meaning deployment of mortality rhetoric when she wrote, “When Victorians called rape the fate worse than death they weren’t too wrong because for many of its victims, it is a living death.” Similarly, in May 2003 she wrote, “Maybe the Victorians were right when they called it the fate worse than death.”

Rape-conscious scholarly opinion has mirrored this trend in the media and endorsed the Victorian notion that rape is a “fate worse than death.” Noted genocide scholar Robert Jay Lifton deployed death rhetoric in talking about the suffering of raped womyn in Rwanda, stating: “A woman is seen as a symbol of purity. The family revolves around that symbol. Then there is a brutal attack on that symbol, stigmatising them all. In this way, rape is worse than death.” Lifton’s account is especially notable because it is premised upon a conception of a proper role for womyn within a given culture. The debate amongst legal academics regarding the Louisiana capital rape statute has also resulted in supporters analogizing death to rape. One author argued that American opinion had reached the point of equivalency for punishing rape and murder when she wrote, “Our society has evolved to find the death penalty proportional to the crime of rape against a child.” In a truly Orwellian twist of rape and
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death rhetoric, another scholar justified capital rape statutes by arguing that "[o]ne who takes another's life is a murderer; one who rapes a child under the age of twelve murders innocence."²⁴⁹

Members of international non-governmental organizations ("NGOs") have also supported the death penalty for rape on the premise of its similarity to murder. Narayan Swamy, project manager of the NGO I THINK, said, "Just like murder, child rape is a horrific crime and anyone who is a parent would go to great lengths to ensure their children are not violated."²⁵⁰ Swamy's statement was appropriated by the Malaysian media to substantiate arguments for the death penalty as a possible solution to child rape.²⁵¹ Similarly, a doctor in South Africa charged with treating refugees from Zimbabwe who had been raped by government-orchestrated rape squads said that "in [Zimbabwe's] culture, rape is worse than death."²⁵² And there can be no doubt that international caregivers, members of the media, and some scholars only have the best of intentions regarding raising awareness about rape, but when their words are shaped by cultures grounded in patriarchy, the words take on other, unintended meanings.

C. The Culture Behind the Words²⁵³

American culture continues to propagate attitudes that isolate and degrade womyn who have been raped or assaulted. These cultural artifacts surface in a variety of forms, but the result is often the same. Those who make allegations of sexual assault are all too often met with isolation, humiliation, and vilification.²⁵⁴ Womyn and children who are raped have become a class of outcasts who are separated by experiential difference in modern America.²⁵⁵

"The [woman in the news] was hidden in shadows of anonymity and often vilified, as if self-proclaimed rape victims earned their scarlet

²⁴⁹ Meister, supra note 13, at 224.
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²⁵³ While this article has generally considered the role of capital punishment in rape cases in countries around the world, a cultural examination of all relevant countries is beyond the scope here. As a result, this section is limited to some illustrative examples from American culture.
²⁵⁴ See Lynne Henderson, Rape and Responsibility, in 11 LAW AND PHILOSOPHY 127, 177; see also Burnie, supra note 241.
letters."²⁵⁶

That quote was taken from an article about the media coverage of the sexual assault charges against Kobe Bryant. While Bryant has continued to receive cheers from an adoring public,²⁵⁷ the person who was allegedly attacked by Bryant has become an outcast in society.²⁵⁸ The process of a rape trial, even one shaped by beneficial policies like rape shield laws, can reinforce the isolation and stigma of rape.²⁵⁹ As one person explained, "Rape victims are always given a secret identity. If there is nothing to be ashamed of, why should we hide?"²⁶⁰ Although the practice of attaching a scarlet letter to womyn's clothes when they commit adultery has long since disappeared, the use of other markings seems to have made an ominous return.

The recent attention given to an adoption law in Florida is illustrative. That legislation passed in 2001, required all mothers who wanted to put a child up for adoption to publish an ad in every newspaper in every county where they had sex that listed the age, race, weight, and hair color of all their sexual partners for the last year.²⁶¹ The stated rationale of the policymakers behind the statute was to eliminate suits by fathers after the child was adopted.²⁶² According to many commentators, however, the law was similar to the infamous "scarlet letter" given to adulterers as womyn were subject to public humiliation for their sexual history.²⁶³ While this statute is not the subject of this article, it demonstrates a cultural process by which womyn and children who have been raped must continue to bear public scorn and scrutiny long after they have been attacked.

In 1995, in another sad revival of stigmatizing those who have been raped, a California judge complained that testimony by a rape crisis team in a trial was useless and that the best way to determine whether a rape had occurred was to use "Nathaniel Hawthorne's scarlet letter."²⁶⁴ The judge was not afraid to vocalize his belief that those who have been raped are in part responsible for the crime and that using the notion of sin to adjudicate...
criminal law was appropriate.\textsuperscript{265} That this particular judge was willing to make his views public made him an easy target, but his views are surely present in a large sector of America. As a result, those who have been raped have often felt that they must bear the burden of the crime committed against them.\textsuperscript{266}

Another aspect of patriarchy in the United States comes from its religious heritage. American culture is informed by a range of Judeo-Christian ethics that shape the way the concepts of sex and rape are constructed.\textsuperscript{267} A variety of beliefs, rituals, and edicts have permanently altered the way rape and sex are differentiated in the United States.\textsuperscript{268} While Catholicism does not have the same omnipresence as Christianity in general, a particular story inspirational to Catholics has been especially notable in constituting the belief that death is a preferable option to being raped.

In 1902, Alessandro Serenelli, an Italian farmhand, tried to rape his neighbor Maria Goretti.\textsuperscript{269} She refused his attempts and he responded by stabbing her fourteen times with a knife.\textsuperscript{270} On her way to the hospital, before she died, Goretti forgave her attacker.\textsuperscript{271} Because she died rather than allow her chastity to be violated by a rapist and she forgave her assailant, the Roman Catholic Church canonized St. Maria Goretti.\textsuperscript{272} Even as a relatively “modern” saint, Goretti has already had a lasting effect.

Because St. Maria Goretti has been held in such high regard for her sacrifice and piety, many Catholics have felt unworthy in light of Goretti’s saintliness.\textsuperscript{273} Nonetheless, some believe her effect has been so strong that womyn today have made the choice to die rather than be raped because of Goretti’s lasting influence.\textsuperscript{274} A particularly gruesome incident where a Canadian couple kidnapped, raped, and tortured teenage womyn has been linked to Goretti.\textsuperscript{275} Because the couple videotaped their abuse of the womyn, authorities could see fifteen-year-old Kirsten French’s response to a demand for a particular sex act when she said, “Some things are worth
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While no one can deny the pain and suffering French suffered, her dying words echo the Victorian beliefs surrounding rape.

Maria Goretti lives on in other ways as well. In 1994, when the Pennsylvania Supreme Court upheld the traditional standard that womyn must show physical signs of resistance in order to prove a rape occurred, it was termed the “St. Maria Goretti Law” by some commentators. That womyn still must risk their safety in order to prove non-consent in rape cases in some jurisdictions in America is a sad fact, and it also shows how the piety of Goretti has become a sword to revive ancient patriarchy against womyn who have been raped. Some members of the Catholic Church have thus tried to argue that womyn must be willing to martyr themselves by making the same choice Maria Goretti did over one hundred years ago.

The myth of St. Maria Goretti has also created a greater complex surrounding rape because the Catholic Church has linked resistance to rape with resistance to sexual enjoyment. “The church’s linking of the murder of Maria Goretti in resisting a rapist with women resisting carnal pleasure shows how rape is both eroticized and normalized in patriarchy.” When womyn are taught to resist rape until the point of death, it is destructive. When that potentially fatal resistance is used to support abstinence by the Catholic Church, patriarchal conceptions about sex and rape reemerge. This complex of control exacerbates and magnifies the already present notions that death is preferable to rape and creates a more potent and severe societal message.
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Taken as outlying cultural artifacts, the story of Saint Goretti and the reoccurrences of scarlet letters in modern rape discussions do not conclusively prove the persistence of patriarchal culture shaping the rape and death penalty debate. However, when added to other systemic critiques of American perspectives on rape and the reemergence of "worse than death" rhetoric, the pattern is more disconcerting. At the very least, the stories of Kirsten French and the speeches offered by various government figures have made the death rhetoric surrounding rape seep further into America's conventional wisdom.

III. THE IMPACT OF LANGUAGE AND POLICIES

That the rhetoric underlying policy shapes culture and creates norms is not a new idea. The text, subtext, and context all control the interpretation and meaning of statutes, court decisions, and administrative actions.282 In the legal setting, this is most obvious when a court looks to legislative intent behind a bill or tries to determine the definition of a word in a contract. The imprecision and power of language is the basis for a great many lawsuits. In a broader cultural context, rhetorical choices can have a more profound, yet subtle effect. Often racist, sexist, colonial, or heterosexist cultural artifacts or apocrypha find a way to resurface through linguistic choices and devices deployed in an entirely modern setting.283 It is absolutely critical from a feminist perspective that the text and subtext of these loaded messages be unpacked and examined.284

When the death penalty is applied for the crime of rape, the justifications and intent behind that decision serve to alter not just court interpretations, but also societal understanding about child molestation and rape. The messages conveyed by laws like those adopted in Louisiana are mixed, but the negative signals implied with the rhetoric and statutes used are potentially very destructive for womyn, children, and society as a whole. The underlying cultural norms and linguistic systems shape the preconceptions of potential juries in criminal rape trials. The previous section identified the core rhetorical device being used to shape debates about capital child rape statutes. Now, we turn to the effects of this rhetoric and the policies themselves.

284 See id.
A. Messages to Those Who Have Been Raped

It is amazing that the discussions of these new capital child rape statutes do not thoroughly address the effects that these policies will have on children.\textsuperscript{285} It is taken for granted that "bringing justice" to child rapists will be better for the children who are targets of molesters.\textsuperscript{286} Similarly, debates about capital punishment for the rape of an adult have rarely considered the consequences for womyn. Given this absence of substantive discussion concerning the group these statutes are designed to protect, it should be expected that policymakers do not even begin to consider the effects of their rhetoric on womyn and children. Nonetheless, the language judges, legislators, and commentators have used in the name of protecting womyn and children from rape risks an array of unintended consequences for those being "protected."

1. Why Live?

Adult womyn who have been raped are four times more likely to contemplate suicide\textsuperscript{287} and thirteen times more likely to attempt to kill themselves.\textsuperscript{288} Although there has not been exacting quantification for suicide rates among those sexually molested as children, a connection has long been observed between the two.\textsuperscript{289} It has been estimated that one-third of those who have been raped become permanently traumatized by the incident.\textsuperscript{290} Even after years of professional therapy, many who have suffered the pains of being raped have taken their own lives.\textsuperscript{291} The evidence is clear and is echoed by those who support the death penalty for rape: being raped increases the rates of suicide for children and adults.\textsuperscript{292}

Why then, against what these advocates "know," do they invoke rhetoric that makes death a preferred option for those who have been raped? The most pernicious and insidious message conveyed by comparisons to death is that those who have been raped have no reason to live. If it is true that those who have had to experience the ordeal of being

\textsuperscript{285} The various records and accounts of legislative debate for these statutes show regard for sending messages and the sake of children, but there was no significant consideration of what would happen to children once the statutes were in effect. A presumption that children would be better off was presumed and a debate about the policy effects in the United States was notably absent. See supra notes 224–33 and accompanying text.
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raped have suffered a "fate worse than death" that will haunt them for the rest of their lives, then what reason do they have to continue living? If death is truly the lesser of two evils, why would someone hesitate to embrace it as an escape from the horrific experience of rape? Such rational-choice type evaluation may seem out of place in discussing the impact of rape and the decision to commit suicide, but given that those invoking it are wedded to deterrence theories that rely on the same premises, it seems a horrific oversight not to consider the signals sent to womyn and children.

This is not to say that a person who has been raped would decide to commit suicide because a Louisiana judge said that being raped is worse than death. Rather, the rhetoric comparing death to rape contributes to a cultural norm built upon Victorian artifacts that elevates womyn's chastity to the very essence of their identity. Arguing that a person would commit suicide based on the words of policymakers is the type of strawperson that those espousing executions as a solution would surely invoke, but it misses the structure at play in these cases. When death becomes a lesser fate than being raped, patriarchal norms of childhood "innocence" and womyn's virginity become the crucial elements of personhood. Attempts to recover from rape become fruitless before they start because those who have been raped are already the "living dead."

The experience of being alive and dead after being raped is a common phenomenon for womyn in America and around the world. "Women disassociate themselves from rape because the vast majority of people still believe that a woman who has been raped is filthy, better off dead, irrational, or got what she was looking for." Outside of the United States, in communities where rape is seen as a fate worse than death, people who have been raped often become social outcasts. Rape is a badge of shame for these womyn as no one in society wants to deal with the "living dead." When policymakers and judges in America use comparisons to death to justify their decisions, cultural norms that isolate womyn in other countries gain a foothold here. Such a risk should not be taken lightly as a revival of Victorian sexual norms and conceptions regarding rape would represent a grave threat to American womyn and children.
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In response to the above contention, one could argue that those invoking comparisons to death are only speaking of the experience itself, but not the aftereffects. That is, womyn are not being told that there is no reason to continue to live, but instead that they have experienced a "living death" and can now recover from that trauma. While there may be some merit to this interpretation of rape/death rhetoric, it is not supported by those who are invoking these Victorian bromides in today’s political debates. In fact, supporters of the death penalty belabor the notion that rape devastates the rest of a person’s life, and they go so far as to argue that the effects extend into future generations. Some even cite suicide statistics to justify heavy punishment with no regard to the fact that their rhetoric makes suicide a preferable option. Attempting to backpedal after the fact seems disingenuous. Further, what judges, commentators, and policymakers may intend is hardly the issue when the effects of their rhetoric become reality for womyn and children in America.

Even beyond the implicit rational choice to commit suicide underlying rape/death rhetoric, there is an explicit devaluing of womyn’s lives in arguing that rape is worse than death.

As someone who was raped explained:

"To concur with the view that rape is the single worst thing that can happen to a woman is to do disservice to women. . . . It raises the status of the penis to an unproductive level. It is to say that all of women's powers, all that we can stand in the face of pain and hardship, are reduced to naught because we will fall to pieces should an unwelcome lump of male flesh be forced upon us. Victims all."

Giving a penis-with-intent the ability to permanently destroy any person it touches is to deny any chance for recovery and a meaningful life. None of this is to blame those who do not recover, but rhetoric that traps womyn and children into a corner of isolation and reliving agony should not be supported. That rape is a horror that most of us cannot comprehend is not a reason to inflict our inherent ignorance upon those who have already suffered. Using someone else’s suffering for political gain is sad, but probably inevitable. Using the suffering and then framing it in a way that causes people to re-experience it and ultimately question their reason for living is horrific.

---
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2. Fight Until Your Last Breath

A second "rational" conclusion to the belief that rape is worse than death is that "any decent woman should resist to her last breath." If you are being raped and you recognize death as better than experiencing rape, you have no option but to fight even if it spurs a violent reaction from the rapist. For some time, it has been conventional wisdom that fighting back is a mistake for womyn because it increases their risk of death. New studies in America have cast doubt on that piece of advice, as fighting back has often allowed womyn to escape their attackers with only a limited increase in retaliation. However, it remains clear, even with the new studies, that in cases where the rapist is a stranger, fighting back significantly increases the risk of death and severe injury to womyn. In instances where the perpetrator is unknown to the person being attacked and violated, the rhetoric of death tells womyn to engage in conduct that is detrimental to their chances of surviving. Just as saying that rape is worse than death encourages suicide by those who have lived through it, it also demands that womyn die in the process of the rape itself. Womyn and children are told to reenact the painful conclusion to St. Maria Goretti's life not for piety's sake, but for their own.

There is another, added effect to this rhetorical element. Womyn who ignore the social message to avoid being raped at all costs and who decide not to fight back with all their might suffer the pain of guilt for not trying harder. Womyn who, for whatever reason, do not fight back to the point of being knocked unconscious are viewed as "cowards" under the rubric of death rhetoric. Again, womyn are blamed for the crimes committed against them. The old mantra that it is her fault for not fighting him off has been revived by activist attempts to raise awareness about rape.

Thus, the traditional legal conception of rape typified in Mills v. United States has returned as womyn are forced to put their lives in jeopardy to prove they were actually raped. Given that America continues to...
enforce rape statutes that put womyn on the defensive in proving non-consent, rhetoric that furthers the survivor's guilt can be devastating.

Further, the effect of adding shame and guilt to womyn who have been raped is contrary to the stated goals of applying the death penalty for rape. Many womyn and children who have been raped do not report the attacks and try to hide evidence of the horrific events out of guilt. Adding a "survivor's" complex on top of the existing societal pressure can only serve to exacerbate the reluctance to report. Given systemic underreporting now, creating further disincentives to report ensures that a death penalty regime will only decrease any deterrent effect. And when the jury expects someone who has been raped to fight until their last breath, they are not likely to find the defendant guilty. The net result is that whatever modicum of deterrence is achieved by imposing capital punishment is more than offset by the decreased probability of being caught and convicted.

3. The Ordeal of the Trial and Sentencing

There are also extra trial considerations in the context of a capital crime. Because a death penalty trial is usually very long and must be bifurcated into guilt and sentencing phases, children or womyn who have been raped would almost certainly have two long periods on the witness stand. This is of significant consequence to a child who has been raped. Children who testify at rape trials are usually attacked by defense attorneys who allege that the children have fabricated their stories. Studies show that the emotional effects on children who testify in rape trials are severe. The healing process that children must go through is delayed during the trial and trauma from the long process will inevitably cause more psychological damage to the child. "As important as it is to
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protect children from child rapists, it is equally important to protect them from any further emotional trauma."\textsuperscript{316}

In addition to the psychological damage itself, the threat of a long trial and the guilt associated with testifying to put someone to death may discourage reporting of the crime—similar to the "survivor's" guilt effect described above.\textsuperscript{317} A review of convicted child rapists provides substantial evidence that the majority of rapists are known to the child before the crime.\textsuperscript{318} When the offender is a friend of the family or actually a member of the family, reporting rates for the crime are significantly lower.\textsuperscript{319} Adding the death penalty to the family's decision on whether to report will further discourage them from coming forward. Thus, "authorizing [the death penalty] for the rape of a child will diminish the willingness to report the rape and, therefore, allow the child rapist to walk free and rape again."\textsuperscript{320}

Since most child rapists are family members, permitting the death penalty for the crime will decrease the already low levels of reporting because children normally do not want to be responsible for the death of someone in their family.\textsuperscript{321} If reporting decreases for aggravated child rapes, the deterrence and retribution goals of applying the death penalty will be completely undermined.\textsuperscript{322} The Wilson court's reply to this concern was simply to note that the child is an innocent victim and the offender is responsible and should be punished accordingly.\textsuperscript{323} This non-reply does a disservice to the debate over the death penalty and ensures that shortsighted, retribution-oriented politics will blind policymakers to the insidious effects of the statutes they support.

The effect on adult womyn can also be severe. American history is filled with periods of time when womyn who have been raped were ostracized and their stories denied.\textsuperscript{324} In between these times, those who had been raped were often called "sick" and being raped was a psychiatric disorder that warranted "treatment."\textsuperscript{325} Being raped was a badge of shame and those who had to endure the pain of sexual violence have often been
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abused by the legal system and society. Adding a long, bifurcated trial to the ordeal of rape recovery almost guarantees that womyn will feel the extra strain of attacks from aggressive defense attorneys and the doubt of a jury drawn from a public already dubious of rape claims.

B. Messages to Rapists

It may seem odd to consider the messages of a statute upon would-be rapists, but the consideration is not fundamentally different from standard deterrence theory. In the case of applying the death penalty, a policymaker hopes the ultimate penalty, death, would create a high disincentive toward committing rape even when the probability of being punished is low. Such an optimistic view misses the other incentives created by a system that treats murder and rape the same in regards to punishment. The Louisiana statute, and others like it, creates powerful motives for an increase in violent crime, not a decrease.

When death is the penalty for rape and murder, a rapist has an increased incentive to kill the person he has raped. Under a statutory system where the death penalty is applied to the aggravated rape of a child, the rapist has every incentive to kill the child victim because the child is likely to be the only witness. Similarly, most rapes of adult womyn are prosecuted with the person raped being the key witness against the rapist. If murder does not incur additional punishment, then the motivation to kill the primary witness to the crime is strong.

The notion of a “freebie” in crimes is not unique to the crime of rape. Similar debates were had for statutes that applied capital punishment to the crime of kidnapping. In that context, the application of the death penalty was viewed as an “invitation to the criminal to kill the victim.” The pervasive view regarding capital punishment and kidnapping thus turned to disfavoring death as a penalty. A similar effect should dissuade those who seek to execute convicted rapists. Kidnapping does not have the same social resonance as rape, but the incentives created by applying the death penalty are significant.
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penalty in either case are remarkably similar. Both are crimes with generally only one witness that have a low probability of successful prosecution when the person kidnapped or raped is also murdered.\footnote{Id.}

The risk of a rapist taking a "freebie" is especially high when the person being attacked is a minor. Sexual abuse cases are already among the most difficult for prosecutors to try.\footnote{Id. at 1187.} The "[c]hild victims are usually the key witnesses . . . [and] their testimony is likely to be indispensable to the conviction of the person who committed the crime."\footnote{G. Russell Nuce, Comment, Child Sexual Abuse: A New Decade for the Protection of Our Children?, 39 EMORY L.J. 581, 607 (1990).} Given that the rapist of a child does not incur an extra penalty when he or she is already eligible for execution, the incentive to kill the sole witness to the crime is a low risk, high reward scenario. This equation is fundamentally depraved, but it is the notion that underlies deterrence. That is, a would-be criminal assesses consequences and risk versus "reward" before engaging in criminal behavior.\footnote{JOSHUA DRESSLER, UNDERSTANDING CRIMINAL LAW § 2.03[B][1], at 14–15 (3d ed. 2001).} Thus, whatever deterrent effect the death penalty would have for would-be rapists, it would be more than offset by the number of murdered children that would result from the incentive to kill the only witness.

Proponents of death penalty statutes for child rape have advanced three major arguments against the "freebie" theory.\footnote{See Glazer, supra note 13, at 106–07.} First, they argue that the theory "assumes that the rapist is contemplating the consequences of his act at the time of its commission."\footnote{Id. at 106.} This argument allows death penalty proponents to play both sides of the deterrence debate. For the death penalty to have a deterrent effect, a criminal must consider his or her actions in light of the consequences or deterrence fails to work. To then argue that the "freebie" theory is bankrupt because it assumes the criminal is thinking about those same consequences is contradictory nonsense. If a potential child rapist does not perceive the death penalty as a deterrent, then the primary argument in support of it is lost.

Second, proponents argue that murder of a child is unlikely because most rapists in these cases are friends or family who would be reluctant to kill the boy or girl.\footnote{Id.} Of course, one would probably have to ask how a friend or family member would rape a child they know in the first place. It hardly seems unreasonable to argue that someone willing to torment,
abuse, and rape a known child would also be willing to kill them to avoid a death sentence. Further, the argument that offenders would not murder or seriously injure a child is in contrast to evidence of a higher rate of murder among child rapes and the fact that one-quarter of rapes where the attacker is the parent of a child cause "major injury." It seems that a lot of rapists have no qualms about killing their victim in the present environment. Adding the threat of execution will increase the incentives to do so.

A final argument used by supporters of child rape death penalty statutes is that there is a lack of statistical evidence to support the "freebie" theory and it is "impossible to substantiate." This argument has obvious truth to it because there has not been a substantial time frame to analyze the effects of capital child rape statutes on the level of rape. Issues of deterrence are hard enough to examine in a meaningful way because of serious control problems in any study, but a statistical analysis over such a narrow time frame is even more difficult. Rape underreporting adds another layer of difficulty, since even if the death penalty decreased the number of reported rapes, it would be impossible to determine if the decrease in reports was due to a decrease in rapes or to a decrease in reports because of the added incentives created not to report.

Nonetheless, a crude statistical analysis can be done for death penalty statutes applied in the case of adult womyn. It is unclear whether this basic examination of the relevant data would apply equally well to children, but at this time it is the only available option with data to study. The U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ") accumulates nationwide crime statistics with basic analysis for rape and other sex crimes. Part of that report derives data from the Supplemental Homicide Reporting ("SHR") program of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). As part of the SHR, local law enforcement reports an array of information about homicides in their jurisdictions, including whether thirty-two different categories of accompanying circumstances, including rape and sexual assault, are also present in the crime report.
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The 1995 DOJ summary of the SHR report found that between 1976 and 1994, the rate of rape-murders as a percentage of all murders was in steady decline from the previous period.\textsuperscript{347} 1994 marked the lowest rate of rape-murders at only 0.7%.\textsuperscript{348} As 1978 was the year Coker was decided and 1972 was the year of the Furman decision, the 1976 time-point marking a decrease coincides with the time frame that the death penalty for rape was eliminated. While this evidence is not statistically controlled, the trend seems clear: the more time that elapsed after the removal of the death penalty as a punishment for rape, the fewer rape-murders occurred in the United States. Such an analysis cannot survive scientific scrutiny, but it should at least shift the burden to advocates who casually dismiss the notion that capital punishment increases the risk that the person being raped will also be murdered. The incentives for murder are "rational" in a world of capital rape statutes and the limited statistical evidence that exists supports that proposition.

\textit{C. Other Messages and Other Audiences}

While the signals and messages sent to the rapists and the people being raped are most prominent, other audiences figure into the effectiveness of rape death penalty laws. As discussed above, every death penalty trial is bifurcated into guilt and sentencing phases. These proceedings give juries two opportunities to inject prejudices and cultural notions of rape into their decision-making process. As Alice Vachss, the former chief of the special victims bureau in the district attorney’s office in Queens remarked, “The danger in every sexual-assault prosecution is that the result has been determined before the jury is seated.”\textsuperscript{349} The evidence has shown that applying the death penalty to rape can make a jury reluctant to agree on the guilty plea.\textsuperscript{350} While the jury is not supposed to consider the punishment at the guilt stage, such a separation is grounded more in a normative conception of a trial than in reality.\textsuperscript{351} When juries become reluctant to find rapists guilty, deterrence is further undermined and the fundamental purpose of capital statutes is eviscerated.

A secondary consideration that has not been addressed in the rhetorical analysis above is the danger of the subtextual and hidden
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meanings of applying the death penalty to rape. That is, whether or not policymakers and judges support capital punishment using a worse-than-death analysis, the application of the death penalty to non-homicide crimes sends important signals about the crime itself. If one were to execute jaywalkers, there would be an important message conveyed about the seriousness and heinousness of walking outside of a crosswalk. Still, other messages would be implicit in such a policy. Chiefly, there is an equivocation with death implied when the sentence applied is execution. Inherent in the idea of retribution and within Supreme Court jurisprudence surrounding the death penalty, the notion of proportionality all but equates the penalty with the crime.\textsuperscript{352} While deterrence allows for a punishment in excess of the crime in order to prevent greater social harm,\textsuperscript{353} retribution and Eighth Amendment analysis warrants that death be roughly equivalent to the crime punished.

The results of this subtextual message are twofold. First, it makes the "worse than death" rhetoric meaningful, but also partially irrelevant. The fact that policymakers create an equation where rape is worse than death is probably an inevitable premise in the decision to execute rapists. That the words are verbalized in a way that resuscitates Victorian notions of personhood is unfortunate, but even absent such an explicit message, the application of the death penalty by itself already creates the same idea on an implicit level. Second, the rhetoric becomes heavily bound to the substantive aspects of the punishment. As the dissent pointed out in \textit{Gregg v. Georgia},\textsuperscript{354} a punishment is excessive if it does not further the goals of retribution or deterrence.\textsuperscript{355} The deterrence argument in any death penalty debate is always troublesome and becomes a battle of statistics and studies that cannot possibly control for all relevant variables. As a result, retribution becomes an essential justification for the deployment of any capital punishment regime.\textsuperscript{356} Since the equivocation with death is the basic relay for justifying state executions, words like "rape is a fate worse than death" are an inevitability.

\textbf{CONCLUSIONS}

Is rape a fate worse than death? That is not a question that anyone has a frame of reference from which to answer. Nonetheless, policymakers, members of the media, judges, activists, and authors have
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made the analogy without evidence to support their respective agendas. The new wave of death penalty legislation for child rape stands at the center of these ideology-informed policy goals. Louisiana was the first to act in the United States, but it will not be the last. Countries around the world have mirrored Louisiana’s move by carving out special capital punishment provisions for rape of adult womyn and children of either sex. That these policies will receive continued support from populations frenzied over child molestation and rapists going unpunished is a virtual certainty. With politicians capitalizing on this furor, it is only a matter of time before a new wave of capital rape laws goes into effect.

These policies should be opposed and resisted because of the devastating and pernicious effects they will have on justice, womyn, and children. The statutes will not achieve the goal of deterrence because they will decrease reporting, decrease convictions, and increase the incentives to murder those who are raped. Whatever retributive function may be served by executions will be similarly undermined as the death penalty will likely decrease the number of rapists caught and convicted. Thus, the best available evidence shows that these statutes are counterproductive to their stated aims.

Nonetheless, it is important to move beyond simple policy opposition on this issue. There is a new, but very old, rhetoric buttressing proponents of these death penalty statutes. As long as populations and politicians can make the appeal that rape is an evil worse than death, they can push these laws with a load of Victorian, patriarchal baggage attached. Womyn and children become objects to be owned and controlled and the consequences of the rhetoric can be devastating on their lives. As long as womyn are told that they would be better off dead than raped, we will continue to read stories of womyn emulating Maria Goretti and dying as a consequence. Children will continue to feel that their meaningful life is over and suicides and trauma will become more common. Womyn and children will ultimately bear the insidious consequences of linguistic choices shaped by a patriarchal culture.

That the adult men in power do not see the consequences of their words and do not think before they speak is nothing new. That they do so in order to support state killing adds substantial weight to the language of domination that they deploy. When womyn and children are nothing more than pawns in a game of politics and crime fighting, the result is sure to be negative for those without political power. When they also regurgitate and propagate notions of personhood derived from antediluvian conceptions of what it means to be raped and violated, the epistemological gap in comprehension creates a doubly blinding effect. Men in power rarely have
any understanding of rape or child molestation on a personal level. Thus, driving policy aims with a lack of understanding ensures effects outside of their narrow conception of the world. Death penalty statutes derived from belief without foundation and rhetoric without understanding will cause consequences unforeseen to those who could not comprehend the problems in the first place.

As a result, the only way to position ourselves against these efforts is to stop them before they gain momentum built on frenzy and hysteria. Allowing capital rape statutes and the notion that “rape is worse than death” to gain a more significant foothold in the legal and cultural realms cannot be easily undone. It must start and stop with Louisiana and efforts to extend other laws around the globe must be similarly opposed. To do otherwise is to replicate and revive Victorian paradigms surrounding rape in a modern society and resubjugate womyn and children under a pernicious patriarchal regime of rhetoric and policy.

Is rape worse than death? One can only hope that in the future fewer of us know the answer to that question. Unfortunately, the approach of Louisiana and other sovereigns seems to ensure that more people will experience and come to understand both rape and death.